Abstract Advances in microfluidic and nanofluidic technologies have been paralleled by advances in methods for direct optical measurement of transport phenomena on these scales. A variety of methods for microscale flow visualization have appeared and evolved since the late 1990s. These methods and their applications to date are reviewed here in detail, and in context of the both the fundamental phenomena they exploit and the fundamental phenomena they are applied to measure. Where possible, links to macroflow visualization methods are established, and the physical mechanisms underlying these methods are explained.
Introduction
Micro-and nanofluidics is a rapidly emerging field in which there has been an exponential increase in publications and patents over the past decade and a half (Kamholz 2004) . Analytical microfluidic chips are a major driving force in this development (Wang 2000; Dolnik et al. 2000; Reyes et al. 2002; Beebe et al. 2002; Selvaganapathy et al. 2003; Erickson and Li 2004) . Other application areas include aerospace (Bayt and Breuer 2000) , electronic cooling (Darabi et al. 2001) , printing (Meinhart and Zhang 2000) , and power generation (Ferrigno et al. 2002) .
As a result of the drastic reduction in length scales accompanying miniaturization, flow through microchannels differs significantly from macroscale flow theory, with the primary difference being an increased significance of interfacial phenomena in microscale flows (Hunter 1981; Probstein 1994; Masliyah 1994) . A reduction in length scales results in an increase in surface-based forces, which scale with characteristic length to the first or second power, relative to body forces, which scale with length to the third power. Particularly relevant to liquid microchannel flows is the electrical double layer (EDL) that results from the non-uniform distribution of electrical charges near solid-liquid phase boundaries. Electrokinetic phenomena (Hunter 1981; Probstein 1994) arise when one phase is moved relative to the other. Electroosmotic flow, in particular, results from the response of liquid ions in the electrical double layer to an axially applied electric field. Most electroosmotic microchannel flows exhibit a plug-like velocity profile because the velocity is developed very close to the wall (in the region of non-zero net charge density, often less than 10 nm). The nature of electroosmotic flow is compared to that of pressure-driven flow in the image sequences shown in Fig. 1 . The transport of a photoinjected cross-stream fluorescent marker illustrates the plug-like velocity profile characteristic of electroosmotic flows and the familiar parabolic velocity profile of pressure-driven flows. (Caged-fluorescence imaging, discussed in detail in Sect. 3.5, is well suited to such demonstrations, and similar comparisons have been provided in other works (Whitesides and Stroock 2001; and Devasenathipathy and Santiago 2004) ). With respect to facilitating flow in microsystems, there are both advantages and disadvantages to using electroosmosis over pressure forces. The ramifications with respect to flow visualization are discussed in the context of each technique reviewed here.
The science of microflows has grown in parallel with interest in microfluidic applications. The progression of developments in microfluidic engineering is documented in review papers spanning several years (Brody et al. 1996; Ho and Tai 1996; Ho and Tai 1998; Jensen 1999; Bousse et al. 2000; Stone and Kim 2001; Whitesides and Stroock 2001; Verpoorte and De Rooij 2003) , and most recently by Stone et al. (2004) , book chapters (Sharp et al. 2002) , and recent books (Nguyen and Wereley 2002; Breuer 2004; Li 2004) . Particularly relevant to microscale flow visualization are texts on optics (Hecht 2001; Born and Wolf 1999) , video microscopy (Inoue and Spring 1997) and image processing (Russ 1999) .
Microscale flow visualization has played a central role in the development of the field of microfluidics. Direct flow visualization is of key importance for the fundamental understanding of microflows, analyzing, developing and evaluating novel microfluidic processes, investigating non-ideal behavior such as spatial and temporal gradients in surface and fluid properties, and providing benchmark data for computational investigations. To date, most microscale flow visualization techniques have focused on the determination of fluid velocity, or velocimetry, to the point where the terms velocimetry, visualization and flow profiling are often used interchangeably.
Perhaps the most famous flow visualization experiment is that of Reynolds (1883) , who studied the transition to turbulence in pressure-driven pipe flow. Although many flow visualization techniques have evolved since, all share a fundamental goal: to alter the fluid sufficiently such that the fluid transport can be detected, yet not alter the fluid motion. The latter half of this goal requires the method to be totally non-intrusive, which is rarely possible. Instead, the experimentalist must either show that the alterations are negligible or be able to model the alterations such that the velocity of an undisturbed flow may be determined. On the microscale, the non-intrusive requirement precludes the use of many techniques developed for macroscale flow velocimetry such as hot-wire anemometry (Comtebellot 1976) , or the injection of dye by mechanical means (Reynolds 1883) . Several techniques have, however, been successfully adapted to microscale flows. Like much of the work in this field, proof-of-concept contributions have appeared relatively recently, and subsequent advancements have been rapid.
Many non-visualization based microflow diagnostic techniques play a key role in validating and calibrating microfluidic flow visualization experiments. The most common method for electrokinetic flows involves recording the current increase during a replacement of one solution with a similar solution of higher conductivity (Huang et al. 1988) . A detailed treatment of this and other non-optical techniques, however, is beyond the scope of this review. For indirect liquid microflow measurements, the reader is referred to a recent paper (Westin et al. 2003) , and a comprehensive review on electrokinetic flow diagnostics (Devasenathipathy and Santiago 2004) . For indirect gaseous microflow measurements the reader is referred to a review by Ho and Tai (1998) , and a more recent paper by Lee et al. (2002) . Also beyond the scope of this review are non-optical flow characterization methods such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), which may be applied in opaque porous media and packed beds without optical access (Tallarek et al. 2000 (Tallarek et al. , 2001 (Tallarek et al. , 2002 Locke et al. 2001) .
In this paper, microscale flow visualization methods, applied primarily for the determination of fluid velocity data in microsystems, are reviewed. Developments in particle-based, scalar-based and point-detection scanning microfluidic flow visualization methods are reviewed, as well as the applications of these methods. Other less common visualization techniques, and those that combine temperature and velocity measurements are discussed as well. The majority of efforts in this area have involved liquid flows, however, recent developments towards gaseous microflow visualization are also discussed.
Particle-based flow visualization methods
In particle-based flow velocimetry, which has been popular for many years, the motion of the bulk fluid is inferred from the observed velocity of marker particles (Adrian 1991) . Different methods of acquiring and analyzing the particle data have evolved including laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV), particle streak velocimetry (PSV) and particle image velocimetry (PIV). The latter can be divided into particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) and pattern matching velocimetry (PMV) techniques. Sinton (2003) , with permission. These images were obtained using caged-fluorescence imaging 2.1 Laser Doppler velocimetry Also called laser Doppler anemometry (LDA), LDV can be used to obtain instantaneous velocity measurements in a single volume in space. In typical dual beam LDV, a small sampling volume is defined by the interference pattern resulting from the intersection of two laser beams. The fluid is seeded with highly reflective particles. As particles pass through the interference pattern the light they reflect is recorded. The particle velocity is determined by the distance between interference fringes divided by the time delay. LDV has been a popular macroflow velocimetry technique for many years, applied to a variety of flows, more recently the analysis of three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers (Compton and Eaton 1996) and spark ignition engines (Sullivan et al. 1999) . To apply LDV to microflows, it is necessary to reduce the probe volume by reducing the beam diameters, which requires increased optical infrastructure and control. As the volume decreases, the rate at which velocity measurements can be obtained decreases because there is a decreasing likelihood of a particle passing through the volume. Also, seed particle concentration cannot be increased indefinitely without having an effect on the fluid motion. That stated, the challenges associated with a microscale LDV sampling volume are demanding but not prohibitive. Minor et al. (1997) used LDV measurements in electrokinetic flow in a closed 2 mm diameter capillary, with silicon iodide particles. Particle velocity measurements were performed in the middle of the capillary as a function of frequency. The particles response was measured and compared to the calculated response of the fluid. Tieu et al. (1995) achieved a probe volume on the scale of 10 lm, and obtained accurate time-averaged velocity data up to 18 lm from the wall in pressure-driven flow through a 175 lm diameter microchannel.
2.2 Particle streak velocimetry PSV involves recording particle displacements in a single image over a period of time. The charge-coupled device (CCD) camera integrates the signal over time as the particle travels with the flow. With this technique, sparse quantitative particle velocity data may be obtained with relatively little infrastructure. In general, however, velocity measurements determined by particle streaks are less reliable and about 10 times less accurate than PIV measurements (Adrian 1991) . Taylor and Yeung (1993) employed streak imaging of fluorescent sub-micron particles in both electrokinetically and pressuredriven flows. Although there was significant scatter in the displacements measured, the measurements were sufficient to illustrate a general parabolic trend in the pressure-driven velocity profile. In the electrokinetic flow, the electroosmotic velocity was shown to develop at the walls, but a slightly concave profile was recorded. This was attributed to viscous drag generated by the electrophoretic motion of the negatively charged seed particles. Stroock et al. (2000a Stroock et al. ( , 2000b used particle streaking to study electroosmotic flow in a microchannel with a patterned surface charge. Although particles tended to attach to the channel surface near stagnation points in the flow, the observed circulation of the particles matched a numerical analysis of the flow pattern reasonably well. Particle streaking velocimetry has also been applied to quantify flow in an electric field free region (McKnight 2001) , and pressure-driven microflows in a range of microfluidic chip geometries (Brody et al. 1996) . Particle streak images are useful in the characterization of microflows. As shown in Fig. 2 , Oddy et al. (2001) visualized flow instabilities in an electrokinetic flow using particle streaking. The streak images clearly depict the nature of the flow in each case.
Particle image velocimetry
PIV can be used to obtain a two component velocity field over a two-dimensional plane in space. PIV provides much more flow information per interrogation Fig. 2a,b Particle streak imaging applied to a sinusoidally oscillating AC electrokinetic flow in a 100 lm·1 mm·40 mm channel. The pathlines of 490 nm fluorescent particles were imaged with axially applied electric fields of: a 250 V/cm-particle streaks are axial, and b 2000 V/cm-seed particles were observed to exhibit two-and three-dimensional motion indicating significant flow instabilities. Reprinted from Oddy et al. (2001) , with permission than LDV, and much work has been devoted to the analysis of PIV image data. The two main methods of extracting particle velocity fields from the particle images are PMV and PTV.
In PMV the velocity field is estimated by relating patterns of particles in a small interrogation area. In the most common implementation of PMV, two images are obtained at a known time delay and ''cross-correlated''. The timing is governed by the delay between pulses of a laser that illuminates a cross-sectional sheet of the flow (in the plane perpendicular to the camera axis). A CCD camera is synchronized with the laser to initiate a fresh image between laser pulses. Alternatively, signals from both laser pulses can be integrated on a single image frame. This alternative method is called ''auto-correlation'' (single image) and is inferior to cross-correlation (two images) with respect to both resolution and accuracy. With PMV techniques the flow field is sectioned and a single velocity vector is obtained from each interrogation area. A full field of velocity data is obtained by compiling the measurements made at each area. Since both the laser pulse duration and the delay between pulses can be very small (<1 ls), effectively instantaneous velocity measurements are possible. However, averaging is often employed to improve accuracy in flows that can be assumed to be steady state, or cyclical at a known frequency and phase.
In PTV the velocity field is estimated by tracking individual particles. In contrast to PMV, which requires approximately 20 particles per interrogation area to produce one velocity vector, the use of PTV under the same circumstances could, in principle, obtain up to 20 individual velocity vectors. The resolution is increased because each individual particle is tracked, and not the overall pattern (Keane and Adrian 1992) . To reliably pair particles, however, PTV typically requires more than the two-image sequence required for PMV analysis (and difficulties often arise from the pairing of particles which are close together). Ideally the laser would pulse several times in rapid succession, however, this is not currently possible with the commonly employed frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser which requires a time delay between bursts. In fact, commercially available two-pulse PIV laser systems typically contain two separate lasers that share output optics.
More recently, analysis methods that combine the strengths of PMV and PTV have been developed. The concept is to use the results of PMV interrogation analysis to guide the PTV particle pairing algorithm. Although more computationally expensive, this socalled ''super-resolution'' PIV (Keane et al. 1995) greatly increases the resolution of PIV methods. Other advancements have included data filtering (Etoh and Takehara 1995) and recursive techniques (Hart 1998) . Recently, a new super-resolution algorithm that combines some of these improvements was developed by Takehara et al. (2000) . That method achieves higher spatial resolution than standard correlation PIV, and requires only two images.
Micro-PIV overview
The application of PIV to microflows, microscopic PIV (micro-PIV), is quickly becoming a preeminent technique for determining the velocity distribution in liquid flows within microfluidic devices. As outlined by Wereley et al. (2002) , three fundamental aspects differentiate micro-PIV from its macroscopic counterpart: the particles become small relative to the wavelength of illuminating light, Brownian motion of particles becomes a factor, and the flow is usually volume illuminated rather than by a laser light sheet. Firstly, in micro-PIV, spatial resolutions on the order of microns are required, which in turn requires particle diameters on the order of 100-300 nm (Meinhart et al. , 1999 Prasad et al. 1992) . Because this diameter is less than the wavelength of the visible light spectrum, light scattering techniques are not adequate. Instead, fluorescent microspheres are commonly employed. A range of fluorescently labeled polystyrene particles (density matched to aqueous solutions) are currently commercially available for this purpose. Second, as particle size is reduced, Brownian motion of the particle can become significant (i.e. individual particle-fluid and particle-particle interactions become significant, preventing the particle from following the flow identically). This is commonly addressed through spatial and/or temporal averaging of measurements. Third, in traditional macroflow PIV, the depth of the measurement domain in the out-of-plane direction is defined by the thickness of the laser sheet. In microsystems, however, this arrangement is impractical and often impossible. Instead, the flow is typically volume illuminated using an epi-illumination configuration where the imaging and excitation light share a common microscope objective. In the most common arrangement, high numerical aperture (low f number) microscope objectives that have a narrow depth of focus are employed to obtain an effectively planar image. Digital image filtering is employed in an effort to remove contributions from out-of-plane particles. One alternative approach is to use a large depth of focus such that all particles in the microsystem are in focus and utilize advanced processing techniques to obtain flow information in the depth direction such as the separation of electroosmotic and pressure-driven flow components (Cummings 2000) . Another alternative approach is to utilize evanescentwave illumination in a near-wall flow (Zettner and Yoda 2003) . An overview of micro-PIV contributions and applications follows.
Micro-PIV contributions
The first application of PIV to microscale flow was presented by Santiago et al. (1998) . Pressure-driven Hele-Shaw flow in a 120 lm square flow field with a central cylindrical obstruction was studied using 300 nm polystyrene particles. The stochastic influence of the Brownian motion of the small particles was significant, however, ensemble averaging over several images was shown to greatly improve the obtained velocity field. An Instantaneous vector field measurement from that study is reproduced in Fig. 3a , and Fig. 3b shows the ensemble-averaged PIV velocity vector field. Instead of employing the pulsed laser sheet (typical of macroflow PIV), the flow field was continuously illuminated by a mercury arc lamp. Discrete images were obtained by controlling an intensified CCD camera. This PIV system was limited to relatively slow velocities due to the required exposure times ($2 ms), and the time delay between image captures ($60 ms). It was noted that the low light level used in this technique, makes it suitable for the study of flows with photosensitive biological molecules. Santiago et al. (1998) has become an anchor paper in microscale flow visualization with over 50 citations to date, and all of the authors involved have made further contributions to this field. Meinhart et al. (1999) presented an alternative approach using a 5 ns pulsed Nd:YAG laser and a cooled (highly sensitive), high resolution CCD camera. The pulsed laser was used to flood illuminate the region of interest in a 30·300 lm 2 rectangular microchannel. Ensemble-averaged velocity measurements less than 1 lm from the wall were presented for a pressure-driven flow using 200 nm flow-tracing particles. An expanded view of the velocity data obtained in the near-wall region is reproduced in Fig. 4 . Velocities up to 10 mm/s were recorded. In such situations, a pulsed Nd:YAG laser must be used to effectively freeze the particle motion (Meinhart et al. 1999; Prasad et al. 1992) . Koutsiaris et al. (1999) presented micro-PIV measurements of a pressure-driven flow through a 200 lm id glass capillary employing, relatively large, 10 lm particles.
The volume-illumination characteristic of micro-PIV can result in high levels of background noise from outof-focus particles if the particle density is too high. However, if the particle density is too low, standard cross-correlation techniques native to macroscopic PIV can become unreliable. Meinhart et al. (2000b) presented an improved PIV algorithm for situations where signal strength is low. Specifically, it was found that optimal measurements could be achieved by averaging instantaneous correlation functions prior to locating the signal peak. The improved algorithm was confirmed by application to a pressure-driven flow in a 30·300 lm 2 rectangular channel. Meinhart et al. (2000a) derived a theoretical expression for the depth of focus in micro-PIV systems. This study demonstrated that the depth of focus is a complicated function of many parameters that must be carefully evaluated for each situation. It was shown that particle concentration, as well, must be chosen judiciously. Adrian (2000a, 2000b) made significant contributions with respect to out-offocus effects on particle visibility (Olsen and Adrian 2000a) , and Brownian motion and correlation in micro-PIV (Olsen and Adrian 2000b) . Two commonly employed experimental parameters, the depth of correlation and particle visibility, were first introduced in these works. Ovryn (2000) developed a model for predicting the three-dimensional position of a spherical non-fluorescent particle based on forward scattering. Cummings (2000) developed a signal processing methodology tailored to steady flows in microstructures using a fundamentally different approach. Cummings (2000) used a large depth of focus such that all particles in the microsystem were in focus, calculated particle-displacement probability density functions, ensemble-averaged many (50 to >1000) image pairs, and finally filtered the probability density functions to obtain velocity data in Fig. 3a ,b Micro-PIV applied to pressure-driven Hele-Shaw flow in a 120 lm square flow field with a central cylindrical obstruction. Vector fields were obtained using 300 nm polystyrene particles (each velocity vector was measured with a 6.9·6.9·1.5 lm three dimensions. The method was shown to be capable of inferring pressure-driven and electrokinetic components of a planar microflow field involving an array of obstacles and bubbles. Cummings (2000) was also the first to apply a micro-PIV technique to study an electrokinetic flow. One of the first application-based micro-PIV studies was that of Meinhart and Zhang (2000) who studied the complex, pressure-driven flow structure inside a microfabricated inkjet printhead. Since the flow was periodic for each injection cycle, instantaneous measurements were phase averaged to determine the evolution of the overall flow field. Velocities in the printhead nozzle up to 8 m/s were measured. Wereley and Meinhart (2001) developed an improved second-order accurate PIV technique and applied it to study pressure-driven flow around a single red blood cell. The new technique involved adaptive central difference interrogation, which was shown to have several advantages over traditional adaptive forward difference interrogation algorithms, particularly with respect to resolution near flow boundaries. Gui and Wereley (2002) applied a continuous window-shift technique, particularly relevant for cases of large particle images, small interrogation windows and very small particle images. When applied to particle transport images in a microchannel flow, the technique was shown to significantly reduce the peak-locking effects as compared to discrete window-shift and fast Fourier transform based tracking techniques. Wereley et al. (2002) provided an excellent review of advanced imaging and processing techniques toward high spatial resolution micro-PIV velocimetry. Hohreiter et al. (2002) introduced a micro-PIV algorithm that in addition to velocity measurements was capable of thermal measurements based on the temperature dependence of microparticle Brownian motion. Temperature changes up to 25°C were determined with an experimental accuracy of ±3°C. Klank et al. (2002) employed micro-PIV measurements in an expansion chamber designed for cell sorting. The expansion chamber was large enough to facilitate stereoscopic measurements such that a three-dimensional sheathing flow structure was resolved. Stone et al. (2002) applied micro-PIV to measure the geometry of internal microstructures in a rectangular 30·300 lm 2 channel. The ''nanoscope'' used micro-PIV generated near-wall pressure-driven velocity data, and the assumption of a zero slip condition to extrapolate the location of the wall. Using channels of the same geometry in a separate study, Tretheway and Meinhart (2002) measured an apparent slip velocity just above the solid surface when the channel surface was coated with a 2.3 nm thick hydrophobic monolayer (octadecyltrichlorosilane). When the surface was uncoated (hydrophilic glass) the velocity data supported the no-slip condition.
One disadvantage of the use of fluorescent polystyrene microspheres for micro-PIV, is that they typically fluoresce only on the surface or only weakly through the volume due to quenching effects (Singh et al. 2001 ). Another drawback is that the hydrophobicity of polystyrene can lead to aggregation of particles, non-specific adsorption of hydrophilic solutes on particle surfaces, and adhesion of particles to the microchannel walls. Singh et al. (2001) developed fluorescent liposomes as alternative flow markers for micro-PIV. The liposomes were neutrally buoyant in water, approximately 280 nm in diameter, hydrophilic, and contained the equivalent of 80,000 fluorescein molecules. Since the entrapped fluorophores are exposed to the buffer, their fluorescent intensity can be maximized.
Electroosmotic flow is often preferred over pressuredriven flow in microfluidic chip applications because of the increased flow-rate control it allows, the lack of mechanical infrastructure it requires, and the lack of cross-stream velocity gradients (which increase dispersion of discrete samples) it induces (Bousse et al. 2000) . With the exception of Cummings (2000) , however, most applications of micro-PIV prior to 2002 involved only pressure-driven flows. At the root, electroosmotic flow arises from electrokinetic phenomena at the liquidchannel wall interfacial boundary. The application of micro-PIV to electrokinetic flows presents additional challenges in that the particles exhibit interfacial phenomena, have electrophoretic motion, and potentially affect the electrokinetic fluid flow and/or the interfacial phenomena at the channel wall. Charged particle dynamics in response to an applied electric field is a research area unto itself with a rich history dating back to the 1800s (Helmholtz 1887). (Scalar-based microflow visualization methods, discussed later, have analogous challenges when applied to electrokinetic flows.) Devasenathipathy et al. (2002) applied micro-PIV to electrokinetic microchannel flows. Flow in a uniform zetapotential microchannel intersection was investigated and Reprinted from Meinhart et al. (1999) , with permission similitude between velocity and electrical fields was demonstrated, as reproduced in Fig. 5 . In addition, a microchannel exhibiting non-uniform zeta potential was investigated. To make the flow measurements quantitative, the electrophoretic velocities of the particles were first measured by applying PTV in a rectangular microchannel. The electroosmotic mobility of the microchannel was established independently using a current monitoring technique (Huang et al. 1988) . Kim et al. (2002) presented a combined micro-PIV and numerical study of electroosmotic flow in a grooved microchannel and a T-junction. The microchannel was shallow (7 lm) relative to the imaging depth (11.4 lm) resulting in depthwise averaging, and the simulations were also twodimensional. Tseng et al. (2002) , applied micro-PIV to study the filling process of liquid slugs into microfabricated reservoirs in a microchannel network. Sugii et al. (2002) utilized red blood cells as micro-PIV flow markers to obtain velocity data from in vivo blood images of a straight arteriole in a rat mesentery using an intravital microscope.
MacInnes et al. (2003) applied micro-PIV to study electroosmotic, pressure-driven and mixed flow in a twin-T (or offset cross) microchannel intersection. Prior to the experiments, particle mobilities were measured at the stationary fluid surface in a closed electrokinetic cell. Measurements were shown to be within 5% of those determined using a channel network model. Sato et al. (2003b) presented a hybrid micro-PIV and scalar-based temperature visualization technique. A fluorescent dye exhibiting highly temperature-dependant emission intensity was coated on the top channel surface in a Tjunction microchannel configuration, and concurrent temperature/velocity measurements were performed. Devasenathipathy et al. (2003) applied both micro-PIV and particle tracking velocimetry to pressure-driven flow in a straight channel emptying into a large reservoir, and a microchannel intersection. In addition, a method for estimating measurement uncertainty of in-plane measurements caused by three-dimensional Brownian motion was presented. Olsen and Bourdon (2003) extended previous efforts of Adrian (2000a, 2000b) to include the dependence of out-of-plane motion on the depth of correlation. In contrast to temporal averaging to remove the effects of Brownian motion, Sato et al. (2003a) presented a spatial averaging technique for timeresolved particle tracking velocimetry (SAT-PTV). The technique was validated using synthetic particle images and applied to an unsteady electrokinetic flow pulsating at a frequency of 5 Hz. applied micro-PIV to the measurement of ac electrokinetic flows in irregular geometries. In ac fields, microscale particle motion is influenced by dielectrophoresis (force resulting from differences in polarizability between the particle and the fluid) in addition to viscous interactions with the fluid. Through combined numerical modelling and micro-PIV experiments, it was confirmed that electrothermal forces (resulting from the spatial variations in conductivity and permittivity induced by non-uniform Joule heating induced temperature variations, caused, in turn, by spatial variations in the electric field) played a major role in the fluid motion. Frequencies of f=10-100 kHz were studied, and measurements with two different particle sizes were used to uniquely estimate the fluid motion. Meinhart and Wereley (2003) presented an improved theory of diffraction-limited resolution in micro-PIV with greater applicability with respect to numerical aperture and immersion media. The situation of imaging into water (common in microfluidics) was investigated in this work, and the results indicated that water-immersion lenses can provide better diffractionlimited resolution than oil immersion objectives with significantly higher numerical aperture. Wong et al. (2003) applied micro-PIV to characterize the flow field and calculate shear rates in a chip used to study the deformation of DNA molecules by hydrodynamic focusing. Chiu et al. (2003) applied micro-PIV techniques to analyze the characteristics of the flow produced in a vertical step flow chamber used to elucidate the effects of flow on monocyte adhesion to endothelial cells (a precursor to atherosclerosis). Zettner and Yoda (2003) presented a new approach to micro-PIV employing evanescent-wave illumination to measure particle velocity in a Couette flow within 376 nm of the stationary surface, and a spatial resolution of 40 lm·40 lm·376 nm or 277 nm for particles of 250 nm and 150 nm radii, respectively. The technique utilizes the evanescent wave generated in the less dense medium when an incident beam experiences total inter- Micro-PIV applied to an electrokinetic flow in a microchannel intersection with axial field strength of 150 V/m and side channel potentials floating. Velocity vectors are ensemble-averaged total particle velocities. Streamlines determined from the velocity measurements are plotted on the right. Electric field lines, calculated using CFD-ACE+(CFDRC, AL), are plotted on the left half. The symmetry of numerically determined electric field lines with measured streamlines, demonstrates the similitude between the electrical fields and velocity fields in these systems. Reprinted from Devasenathipathy et al. (2002) , with permission nal reflection. The thin penetration depth of the evanescent wave facilitated a thin illumination sheet next to the surface, analogous to the laser sheet of macroscopic PIV techniques. Lee and Kim (2003) developed an X-ray based PIV system capable of measuring velocity fields enclosed in an opaque material. Pressure-driven velocity profiles were measured in an opaque Teflon tube of 750 lm id using alumina (Al 2 O 3 ) microspheres which absorb X-rays. Bourdon et al. (2004a) applied both a computational methodology and micro-PIV experiments to validate previous analytical models describing the depth of correlation (Olsen and Adrian 2000b; Olsen and Bourdon 2003) . Bourdon et al. (2004b) developed a new image filtering method for micro-PIV, termed ''power filtering''. Using this method, the depth of correlation may be modified by applying a filter to captured micro-PIV images before the velocity data are extracted through a cross-correlation technique. Liu et al. (2004) developed infrared micro-PIV (IR-PIV) for measuring flow fields in silicon-based microdevices. The use of IR light, which transmits through silicon relatively well, significantly extends the applicability of micro-PIV techniques. Velocity profiles across a 225 lm id microchannel were determined for pressure-driven flows with centerline velocities ranging from 500 lm/s to 1.5 m/s. (As discussed in Sect. 3.6, IR thermal labeling of fluid has also been applied as a scalar flow marking mechanism). Very recently, Park et al. (2004) developed ''optically sliced'' micro-PIV employing confocal laser scanning microscopy. Confocal fluorescence systems (also discussed in Sect. 5) utilize point measurements facilitated with the diffraction-limited focus of a laser beam, and can obtain images with an optical thickness of less than 1 lm. The speed at which an image or volume can be scanned typically limits the applicability of confocal systems to steady-state imaging or single-point detection applications. The microscope employed by Park et al. (2004) , however, had dual high-speed rotating disks with thousands of microlenses and pinholes, capable of full-field imaging up to 120 frames per second. Although this frame rate would be insufficient for high speed flows, the combination of optical resolution in three dimensions and imaging capabilities is impressive (other pointdetection based methods are discussed in Sect. 5).
3 Scalar-based flow visualization methods Scalar-based flow velocimetry, where the motion of the bulk fluid is inferred from the observed velocity of a conserved scalar, has been widely applied in fluid mechanics from the work of Reynolds (1883) to present. For application to microscale flow visualization, light emitting molecules (fluorescent or phosphorescent) are typically employed to increase the signal from relatively small volumes of fluid. For this same reason fluorescently labeled particles are employed in particle-based visualization of microflows.
Analysis methods for obtaining velocity data from the observed transport of a conserved scalar are collectively termed scalar image velocimetry (SIV). Dahm et al. (1992) presented the first SIV technique for obtaining fully resolved measurements of the velocity field in a turbulent flow. With this method, the spatial and temporal derivatives of the concentration of a transported scalar (dye) are estimated using an image pair. With the assumption of a non-dynamic scalar (i.e., forces on dye molecules are identical to forces on bulk fluid molecules), the equation of motion may be inverted yielding the velocity components (Dahm et al. 1992) . Later, Tokumaru and Dimotakis (1995) presented a method called image correlation velocimetry that utilizes a transformation correlation between successive scalar images to determine velocity data. Data reduction methods particular to flow-tagging line based velocity measurements were presented by Hill and Klewicki (1996) .
A range of methods for injecting and tracking scalar markers, and corresponding acronyms, have evolved including laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), flow-tagging velocimetry (FTV), molecular tagging velocimetry (MTV), laser-induced molecular tagging (LIMT), laserinduced photochemical anemometry (LIPA), photobleached fluorescence (PF), IR thermal velocimetry (ITV) and photo-activated nonintrusive tracking of molecular motion (PHANTOMM). There is considerable overlap between these techniques and more than a little confusion surrounding the breadth of methods encompassed under each name. This review focuses on the base mechanisms and their application to microflow velocimetry. The base mechanisms employed in these techniques are, fluorescence, photobleached fluorescence, photochromic reaction, phosphorescence, caged fluorescence, and IR heating. A brief description of each mechanism, and applications to microscale flow visualization are outlined here.
Fluorescence
Fluorescence is the process by which molecules excited by electromagnetic radiation almost immediately emit a photon (Guilbault 1990 ). Fluorescence occurs in many molecules, typically polyaromatic hydrocarbons, in a three-stage process: first, a photon is absorbed by the fluorophore, increasing its energy to an excited state. Second, the fluorophore remains in this excited state for a finite period, called the fluorescent lifetime, which lasts typically 1-10 ns. Third, the fluorophore releases a photon of energy, and returns to its ground state. During this period, the absorbed energy of the fluorophore is partially dissipated to a less excited state. Some of the energy from the absorbed photon is dissipated through interactions with other molecules and conformal changes, and the emitted photon is of lower energy and longer wavelength. For example, under typical conditions, the absorption maximum of the fluorescein mol-ecule is 490 nm (aqua-blue light), and the emission maximum is 513 nm (green light). This shift in maxima, called the Stokes shift, permits the filtering out of all excitation light (<500 nm) from the received signal and is the basis of fluorescence microscopy (Mason 1992) . It is important to note that the fluorescent lifetime (1-10 ns) is insignificant with respect to timescales of most microflows. Thus fluorescence may be used to mark fluid, but unlike phosphorescence, the fluorescent lifetime is too brief to facilitate an injection or ''tagging'' scheme on its own. Instead, fluorophores are used in conjunction with caging molecules, which facilitate tagging, or are permanently tagged by overexposure as in photobleached fluorescence.
The use of regular fluorophores is very common in direct visualization of lab-on-chip processes involving multiple streams such as mixing (Oddy et al. 2001; Biddiss et al. 2004 ; and others) and dispensing (Jacobson et al. 1998; Alarie et al. 2001; Sinton et al. , 2003d and others) . In addition, some fluorescent dyes exhibit a highly temperature-dependant quantum yield that has facilitated a fluorescent-dye based microfluidic thermometry technique (Ross et al. 2001a; Ross and Locascio 2002) . This technique has been applied to study Joule heating and heat transfer in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) chips versus hybrid PDMS/glass chips (Erickson et al. 2003) , as well as thermal end effects in electroosmotic flows (Xuan et al. 2004b ).
Photobleaching
Photobleaching of fluorescent molecules is a process by which exposure to excitation light chemically alters a fluorophore rendering it non-fluorescent. This photodestruction (or over exposure) is typically permanent in aqueous solutions. The rate of photobleaching of a fluorescent dye depends on the photon flux, and may be caused by large excitation light intensities over short periods, or lower intensities over long periods. Photobleaching is a common problem in fluorescence-based biological experiments where a particular fluorescent probe is excited for long periods (minutes). It can, however, also be employed as a flow marking technique for scalar-based flow velocimetry. Molho et al. (2001) marked a region in a microchannel flow by bleaching a dark line in a bright fluorescent background. The bleaching was accomplished by translating an intensely focused 0.5 W argon laser beam across the channel. After initiation of the flow, the motion of the unbleached fluorescent dye was visualized with standard microscope epi-fluorescence illumination. The dispersion of the marked band in different corner geometries was studied and the photobleached fluorescence results were shown to agree well with that of caged-dye based visualizations. Later, Mosier et al. (2002) applied photobleaching fluorescence to study electrokinetically and pressure-driven flows in rectangular microchannels. High molecular weight fluorescent conjugates were used to decrease diffusive effects (a diffusion coefficient four orders of magnitude lower than pure fluorescein). As noted, the technique has the advantage that visible light and standard dyes can be used. These advantages are in contrast to caged-dye based velocimetry that requires UV light, the use of UV-transmitting channel materials, and specialized caged-fluorescent dyes (which are expensive). A disadvantage of the technique is that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that defines image contrast is as much as an order of magnitude lower than caged-fluorescence imaging (Mosier (2002) . As noted by Guilbault (1990) , detecting a light signal in dark surroundings is fundamentally more efficient that detecting a lack of signal in light surroundings (i.e., a photobleached section). Along similar lines, because the ''unmarked'' fluid in the channel is fluorescing, out-of-plane velocity gradients can occlude the photobleached section, rapidly reducing the SNR. The image sequence in Fig. 6 , shows combined electrokinetically and pressure-driven flow in a square cross-section 50·50 lm 2 microchannel, visualized using photobleached fluorescence (Mosier 2002) . Although the SNR does decrease with time, the band geometry remains quite clear in the final image.
Although both tagging and excitation are accomplished in the excitation wavelength band, two separate light sources (a laser with specialized focusing optics to Fig. 6 Photobleached fluorescence imaging applied to combined electrokinetically and pressure-driven flow in a square cross-section 50·50 lm 2 microchannel. Images at time: a t=0 s, b t=0.06 s, and c t=0.12 s. The SNR decreases to some extent because of the pressure-driven flow component (inducing out-of-plane velocity gradients and advective dispersion of the band). Reprinted from Mosier et al. (2002) with permission burn the marker into the fluid, and a flood illumination source to excite the remaining fluorescein) are required in the technique of Molho et al. (2001) and Mosier et al. (2002) . developed a photobleached fluorescence microflow visualization technique that requires only basic flood illumination. The technique, microbubble lensing induced photobleaching (l-BLIP), utilizes the reflective optical properties of the interface of an entrapped microbubble to locally focus the flood illumination and produce a local flow marker. Once formed, the electrokinetic transport of this marker may be analyzed to determine the cross-channel velocity profile of the liquid phase and the liquid velocity in the film. Fig. 7 shows the formation and electrokinetic transport of the l-BLIP marker, and the determined cross-channel velocity profile. Using the l-BLIP induced flow marker, electroosmotic velocity data was captured up to 4 lm from the wall (a degree of near-wall resolution that is comparable to, and in many cases improved over, that achieved with caged-dye based microflow visualization techniques (Paul et al. 1998; Sinton et al. 2002a ). The technique is the most straightforward and economical molecular flow-tagging method presented to date, using only equipment and chemicals commonly found in chemical and biological labs. However, the requirement that a microbubble interface be present makes this a niche method, particularly applicable (though not limited) to the study of multi-phase electrokinetic microflows. Schrum et al. (2000) applied periodic photobleaching to monitor electroosmotic flow in a capillary. A photobleached zone was created by exposing a portion of the capillary to an argon-ion laser beam for 250 ms every 5 s. The time was measured for the photobleached zone to migrate to a downstream detector. Although the method was not capable of cross-stream resolution, the average flow-rate measurements were estimated to be quite accurate (within 0.7%). This technique has since been applied to electroosmotic flow monitoring during capillary electrophoresis (Pittman et al. 2001) , and capillary electrophoresis with sample stacking (Pittman et al. 2003a ). Pittman et al. (2003b) applied this technique to examine the performance of the current monitoring technique of electroosmotic flow-rate measurement (Huang et al. 1988 ) when applied to a microfluidic cross chip. In glass microfluidic chips it was found that the flow-rate changed significantly during the current measurement depending on the concentration of the replacement solution. The photobleaching technique did not perform well in hybrid PDMS/glass chips, and this was attributed to adsorption of the fluorophores to the PDMS. Another possible explanation is that out-ofplane, cross-stream velocity gradients, induced by the difference in zeta potential between the PDMS and glass surface Hasselbrink 2004a, 2004b) , were sufficient to obscure the negative photobleached marker.
Photochromic reaction
Photochromic reactions cause a change in the absorption spectrum and therefore a change in the color of a solution. The tagging process can be achieved effectively instantaneously ($ns), however, the color change, typically from clear to blue, can persist for seconds to minutes. Photochromic ''tagging'' is induced by exposure of the solution to UV light. The first application of photochromic chemicals to the study of fluid mechanics research was reported in the undergraduate work of Miller (1962) at the University of Toronto. He employed a UV flash tube to excite the photochromic solution. Several studies followed including that of Falco and Chu (1987) . They used a pulsed excimer laser generated grid for two-dimensional photochromic flow velocimetry (LIPA). With respect to microflows, photochromic flow velocimetry was successfully applied to visualize the flow of ethanol in a 30·300 lm 2 cross-section microchannel by Yamamoto et al. (2002) . The photochromic molecules used in these studies require the use of organic solvents (kerosene, ethanol), which limit their usefulness in microfluidic applications that are primarily water based. However, water-soluble photochromic dyes are now available (Yurechko and Ryanzantsev 1991) . Perhaps the most significant drawback of photochromic flow velocimetry methods is that the image is produced by a change in absorbance, thereby requiring a measurement of the difference between incident and transmitted light (Gendrich et al. 1997) . Imaging emitted light against a black background (as in fluorescence and phosphorescence imaging) results in much higher SNRs, especially important in the context of microscale flows.
Phosphorescence
Phosphorescence is the process by which molecules excited by electromagnetic radiation (typically UV) become excited to a higher level and emit energy in the form of light as they return to their unexcited state. The key difference between fluorescence and phosphorescence is the characteristic length of time between excitation and emission. Phosphorescence emission lifetimes can be as long as several milliseconds ($ms), which is much longer than those of fluorescent molecules ($ns), but much shorter than the duration of color changes in photochromic dyes ($s). In the context of flow velocimetry, phosphorescent molecules are suitable for molecular tagging applications where the tracer lifetime ($ms) is long enough relative to the flow convection timescale to produce a measurable displacement (Gendrich (1997) . Phosphorescent tracers have the distinct advantage that only one light source (an excitation ''tagging'' source) is required to visualize the flow. A problem with traditional phosphorescent compounds, however, is that they suffer from O 2 , and H 2 O quenching during their long-lived excited states. More recently, so-called phosphorescent supramolecules (Ponce et al. 1993) have been developed, which resist quenching. These compounds have been used in many macroflow velocimetry studies (Koochesfanhani et al. 1993; Hill and Klewicki 1996; Gendrich et al. 1997; and others) . In the context of microfluidic flow velocimetry, the tracer lifetime (i.e., the emission lifetime) of phosphorescent supramolecules limit their applicability to relatively high-speed microflow applications (Re>10 in 200 lm diameter channels for instance). Also, water-soluble phosphorescent supramolecules require a significant concentration of alcohol in the solution to perform effectively. Alcohol concentrations on the order of 100 mM or higher are common, often precluding the study or application of electrokinetic phenomena with this method. Recently, Maynes and Webb (2002) applied phosphorescent supramolecules (MTV) to high-speed pressure-driven flows in a 705 lm diameter microtube. Reynolds numbers ranging from 600 to 5000 were investigated. Both deformed and undeformed lMTV lines from the work of Maynes and Webb (2002) are shown superimposed for comparison in Fig. 8 . The time delay between the laser pulse and the image acquisition was 1 ls and 200 ls for the undeformed line and deformed line, respectively. This group has also applied this method to study fully developed pressure-driven flow in a 148 lm id capillary at a Reynolds number of approximately 140 (Thompson et al. 2002) , and developing pressure-driven flow in a 180 lm id microchannel (Thompson et al. 2003 ) over Reynolds numbers ranging from 60 to 340.
Caged fluorescence
Caged-fluorescent dye molecules are fluorophores with additional chemical groups (typically o-nitrobenzyl groups) that render the molecules non-fluorescent. A caged fluorophore is ''uncaged'' by exposure to certain electromagnetic radiation that breaks the bonds attaching the caging groups, a process called photolysis. Upon photolysis, the original fluorescent dye is recovered, and it can be tracked indefinitely using ordinary fluorescence imaging approaches.
To break the caging groups, single-photon absorption is the typical method employed, which is normally achieved with a UV light source (<360 nm). An excellent reference for caged compounds, and in particular caged-fluorescent dyes, is Mitchison et al. (1998) . CMNB (5-carboxymethoxy-2-nitrobenzyl)-caged fluorescein has an absorption maximum in the UV-A range at approximately 355 nm. Another commonly employed caged dye is DMNB (4,5-dimethoxy-2-nitrobenzyl)-caged fluorescein dextran, which can be purchased at a range of high molecular weights (3000, 10,000, 70,000 MW), and has an absorption maximum at approximately 320 nm. The advantage of the high molecular weight dextran group is that it greatly reduces the diffusion coefficient of the uncaged dye. In electroosmotic flow, however, separation of multi-component high molecular weight dyes often outweighs any benefits associated with reduced diffusion (Paul et al. 1998) .
The physics and chemistry of the caging/uncaging process are not entirely well understood (Lempert et al. 1995) . It has been found experimentally, however, that there is a time delay between absorption of the photolysis radiation, and significant release of fluorophore. Lempert et al. (1995) noted 30 ms as the first significant timescale in the release (using DMNB-caged fluorescein), and a subsequent gradual increase in fluorescence over 0.5 s. Using the same dye, Park et al. (2000) reported a sufficient amount released after one millisecond and a very gradual increase up to 0.5 s. Most recently, Shelby and Chiu (2003) detected fluorescence in less than a microsecond after laser photolysis. In general, the time delay will be a function of the intensity of the photolysis radiation, the concentration of the caged-dye, the sensitivity of the detector employed, and likely other factors including the pH and temperature of the solution.
The first application of caged-fluorescent dyes to flow velocimetry was published by Lempert et al. (1995) . He describes his method as ''photo-activated nonintrusive tracing of molecular motion'' (PHANTOMM). As a proof-of-concept, Lempert et al. (1995) studied fully developed laminar flow in a 1.4 cm id pipe, as well as wing tip vortices in a large-scale water channel facility. (Note: only a small portion of the flow was seeded with caged-fluorescent dye, not the entire facility). They also included a valuable analysis of the characteristics of caged-fluorescent compounds relevant to flow velocimetry applications. In the experiments, the uncaging was performed with a frequency-tripled Nd:YAG laser (10-100 mJ at 355 nm). For excitation, they used either a continuous argon-ion laser (0.5-1.5 W at 488 nm) or a pulsed dye laser with relatively long pulse durations (50-100 mJ, $2 ls pulse at 490 nm for fluorescein). In the pipe flow experiment, relatively low concentrations of 1-5 mg/l of dextran carboxy fluorescein dye were used successfully (5 mg/l=0.5 lM at 10,000 MW). In cageddye based flow visualization studies, the dye concentration is a particularly important parameter as caged dyes are several orders of magnitude more expensive than regular fluorescent dyes. An essential feature of a photoactivated fluorophore probe is that once uncaged, the resulting fluorescence is extremely intense. The intensity is due to the short fluorescence lifetime, allowing a single molecule to absorb and emit many times. This is in contrast to phosphorescence where the longer emission lifetime (three orders of magnitude longer than fluorescence) ''occupies'' the molecules resulting in reduced overall light emission. Other macroflow visualization experiments using caged-fluorescent dyes have been published by Guilkey et al. (1996) , and Guilkey et al. (1997) . These experiments focused on turbulent scalar mixing in 1-in diameter pipes. Harris et al. (1996) studied internal circulation in droplets using a caged dye and so-called ''flow-tagging velocimetry'' (FTV).
The first application of caged fluorescence to microscale flow visualization was presented by Paul et al. (1998) . Analogously to Santiago et al. (1998) , the Paul et al. (1998) paper has become an anchor paper in microscale flow visualization with over 50 citations to date. In that study both electrokinetically and pressuredriven flows in circular cross-section microchannels were studied. Initially, caged-fluorescent dye was homogeneously distributed throughout the channel. Local uncaging was performed with a laser sheet (frequencytripled Nd:YAG laser, 355 nm, 100 lJ) oriented perpendicular to the channel axis. The resulting sheet of uncaged fluorescein dye was excited by flood illumination provided by an argon-ion laser (488 nm, 5-10 mW) in initial experiments, and later a Nd:YVO 4 laser (473 nm) was used. Images of the dye transport were captured on a CCD camera, and exposure times were controlled by shuttering the excitation laser beam. Two caged dyes were used at concentrations stronger than previous macroflow studies: caged fluorescein dextran at 5 mg/3 mL (1700 mg/L=170 lM at 10,000 MW), and CMNCBZ-caged 5 (and -6)-carboxy-Q-rhodamine dye at 1 mg/0.5 mL (2000 mg/L). To analyze data in the pressure-driven case, Paul et al. (1998) used the SIV technique of Dahm et al. (1992) . Results of those experiments agreed well with the expected parabolic velocity profile over the central portion of the capillary (À0.6<r/R<0.5). Closer to the walls there was increasing scatter due to a decreasing SNR. In the electrokinetically driven flow experiments, the cagedrhodamine dye experiments resulted in the expected ''plug-like'' scalar transport. The electroosmotic mobility of the channel was calculated based on the mean displacement and found to agree with previous studies, however no explicit velocity profile was calculated. When the caged-fluorescein dextran dye was employed in the electroosmotic flow, however, it separated into different components once uncaged. One group of molecules agglomerated in the center of the channel. The one band, which appeared not to agglomerate, is expected to be that of pure fluorescein. The advantage of higher molecular weight caged-fluorescent probes is decreased mass diffusion rates. However, as was noted by Paul et al. (1998) , this advantage is overshadowed by unwanted separation and surface charge effects in electroosmotic flow studies.
More recently, caged dye has been applied to visualize a variety of microscale flows. Using caged fluorescence, Herr et al. (2000) performed an important study on the velocity fields and sample dispersion in capillaries with axial variations in f-potential. Electroosmotic flow in response to a uniformly applied electric field was studied in capillaries with an electroosmotic flow suppressing polymer adsorbed onto various fractions of the total capillary length. Molho et al. (2001) used caged dye to observe band broadening in electroosmotic flow through a microchannel with a 90°turn. Dispersion results compared favorably to the photobleached fluorescence experiments also performed in that study. Using these methods, Molho et al. (2001) designed a corner geometry that led to decreased skewing of a plug-like band traveling in a microchannel. Sample bands are skewed in unoptimized corners because the fluid along the inner radius travels a lesser distance than that at the outer radius. This so-called racetrack effect is a product of the surface-driven nature of electroosmotic flow. Barker et al. (2000) applied caged-fluorescence imaging to study electroosmotic flow in polystyrene and acrylic microfluidic devices. They demonstrate the ability to alter surface charge and control the direction of flow using polyelectrolyte multilayers. In one case bidirectional electroosmotic flow was observed. Park et al. (2000) employed 10,000 MW caged fluorescein dextran dye to study a rather complicated, two-phase, natural convection driven, free-surface flow in a tilted 5 mm capillary. Because the capillary was large compared to microchannels, the laser-line thickness to channel-diameter ratio was low resulting in high resolution images. Johnson et al. (2001) used a pulsed UV excimer laser to modify the surface charge on the sidewall of polymer microchannels. Caged-fluorescence imaging was employed to quantify the change in electroosmotic mobility resulting from the surface modification. Sinton et al. (2002b) applied both cagedfluorescence imaging and current monitoring (Huang et al. 1988) concurrently to electroosmotic flow in microchannels. The current monitoring provided independent validation of the electroosmotic velocity profiles obtained, reproduced here in Fig. 9a-c . Measured velocity profiles in a 100 lm id capillary at 5-10 kV/m correspond well to the plug-like flow predicted by classical theory up to 4 lm from each wall. Average flow velocities determined with current monitoring differed from those determined with the caged-fluorescence imaging by less than 5% in most cases. A schematic of the combined experimental setup is provided in Fig. 9d , and representative scalar images obtained in an electroosmotic flow are given in Fig. 1a . Ross et al. (2001b) presented the first application of caged-fluorescence imaging in plastic microchannels. The dispersion of the uncaged dye was studied in single material acrylic and PDMS channels as well as hybrid microchannels composed of both materials. Ross and Locascio (2003) later conducted independent current-based measurements on the plastic microchannels and found that the adsorption of caged dye onto the polymer microchannel walls significantly inflated the electroosmotic mobility values Adapted from Sinton et al. (2002b) , with permission reported in their previous study (Ross et al. 2001b ). This finding highlighted the value of independent currentbased measurements. The adsorption effect was only found in the polymer and not the fused silica channels (consistent with Sinton et al. (2002b) ), however, these results indicate that the applicability of caged-dye based flow visualization to polymer chips may be limited. Shelby and Chiu (2003) extended the use of caged dyes in microsystems to high speed pressure-driven flows (up to 47 m/s in 33 lm wide straight channels). Extremely sensitive, single-point detection was required due to the short time delay between laser photolysis and fluorescence detection, and the fast transit time. A schematic representation of the system is given in Fig. 10a . Single-point detection using a diffraction-limited beam waist of an argon laser also enabled threedimensional velocity data acquisition. A pressure-driven velocity profile, shown in Fig. 10b , was compiled through successive individual measurements across the depth of the channel (other point-detection based methods are discussed in Sect. 5).
Applying caged-fluorescence imaging to electrokinetic flows requires knowledge of the electrophoretic velocity of the dye needed to determine the bulk fluid velocity from that of the observed dye marker. This requirement is analogous to the requirement that the electrophoretic velocity of the particles be known when applying micro-PIV to electrokinetic flows. Both the local electrical field strength and the electrophoretic mobility of the dye are required. If the microchannel is straight and of constant cross-section and the fluid temperature is uniform and known, the resulting uniform electrophoretic dye velocity may be calculated directly from dye property data and boundary conditions. In cases where Joule heating results in significant temperature rise, however, the effect of the increased temperature on the electrophoretic mobility must be taken into account. A temperature-compensating method was recently developed with which the effect of temperature on electrophoretic mobility is included without explicit knowledge of the fluid temperature. The technique takes advantage of the similarity in temperature dependence between electroosmotic mobility and electrophoretic mobility. Key to this method is that both mobilities share an inverse dependency on viscosity, which is the primary source of their temperature dependence. When the electrophoretic velocity is expressed in terms of the electroosmotic velocity, the viscosity dependences cancel, as does the dependence on the electric field. The bulk fluid velocity may be specified directly as the observed velocity scaled by a known constant that is relatively invariant with temperature. This temperature-compensating technique was shown to perform significantly better than the assumption of constant electrophoretic mobility for electroosmotic flow of 100 mM buffer solution through a 100 lm id capillary at electrical field strengths above 10 kV/m.
Caged-fluorescence imaging with temperature compensation, in combination with fluorescence-based microfluidic thermometry (Ross et al. 2001a ) has been applied to study the effects of axially non-uniform temperature distributions in electroosmotic flows. Such non-uniformities result in axially non-uniform electrical field strengths and several coupled effects. Two situations were studied. Firstly, axial temperature gradients were induced passively by increased dissipation of Joule heat through the optical infrastructure of a viewing window (Sinton et al. 2004 ). The resulting non-uniform temperature distribution was shown to cause a significant deviation from the ideal plug-like velocity profile. Second, thermal end effects on electroosmotic flow were studied (Xuan et al. 2004b ). Sharp temperature drops at each end (reservoir) and a constant-temperature plateau in the central portion of the microchannel were observed. Caged-fluorescence imaging applied at the inlet- 2 rectangular channel, and b a measured pressure-driven velocity profile in the depth direction, compiled through successive individual measurements through the depth of the channel, and compared with numerically simulated data (solid line). Reprinted from Shelby and Chiu (2003) , with permission middle-outlet regions of the microchannel indicated concave-convex-concave velocity profiles in these regions. Image sequences obtained in these three regions are reproduced in Fig. 11a-c . The velocity perturbations were induced by pressure gradients resulting from axial variations in fluid temperature in agreement with a previous numerical study (Xuan et al. 2004a ). These results are relevant not only for capillary systems, but also increasingly popular polymer-based microfluidic chips which exhibit low thermal conductivity.
3.6 Infrared heating IR thermal velocimetry involves marking a portion of fluid by exposure to IR radiation, and subsequent detection using a thermal imaging system or laser-induced interferometric backscatter. Markov and Bornhop (2001) locally heated a small fluid volume repeatedly by means of an IR laser diode and employed a microinterferometric back-scatter detector at a fixed distance downstream. A thermally induced change in refractive index was observed when the heated volume traversed the probe volume of the detector. Chung et al. (2003) measured a range of velocities from 1 cm/s to 1 m/s in a 120 lm deep channel in a silicon and glass chip using a CO 2 laser for heating and an IR camera for detection. As with IR-PIV (Liu et al. 2004) , this technique has the advantage that it can be applied in silicon microdevices. However, the measurements of Chung et al. (2003) did not provide a high degree of resolution in the crossstream direction, and only the centerline radiative intensity was tracked to characterize the velocity in the channel. Previously, StClaire and Hayes (2000) demonstrated flow-rate measurements in 184 lm id fused silica capillary tubing over a velocity range of 2-25 cm/s. They employed a heating coil upstream, and laser-induced interferometric backscatter detection downstream.
Gaseous flow visualization in microchannels
Gas flow measurements in microchannels have a long history (Ho and Tai 1998) . Knudsen (1909) measured mass flow rates in approximately 30 lm channels to study slip effects. The bulk of microscale flow visualization developments, however, have occurred in liquidphase microchannel flows. Indirect methods such as pressure measurement continue to be the most popular method of studying gas flows in microchannels (Lee et al. 2002) . Owing to challenges associated with seeding and particle inertia, micro-PIV has not been successfully applied to gaseous microflows to date (Wereley and Meinhart 2004) . Molecular tagging based techniques show promise for gas-phase microflow visualization. Hiller et al. (1984) first demonstrated the use of biacetyl for gas flow molecular tagging velocimetry, and Stier and Koochesfahani (1999) further developed this technique. Similar to phosphorescence-based liquid flow visualization techniques, a laser is used to write a temporary line into the gaseous flow. Typical radiative emission times are on the order of 0.1-1 ms (Lempert et al. 2002) . Reviews of gas phase flow-tagging velocimetry were provided by Miles et al. (2000) , and Pitz et al. (2000) . More recently, Lempert et al. (2002) performed MTV measurements using acetone (instead of biacetyl) in sonic and supersonic microjets produced by a 1 mm diameter nozzle. A spatial resolution of approximately 10 lm was obtained.
Point-detection scanning techniques for microflows
Advances in optics have enabled high-resolution singlepoint measurements within microscale flows. Using confocal fluorescence microscopy, small probe volumes, typically in the femtolitre range (10 À15 L), are achieved through intense focusing of collimated laser light. In the context of microflow visualization, the main advantages of such point-detection systems are sensitivity, spatial accuracy, and the three-dimensional optical sectioning ability they afford. Two-or three-dimensional data images may be compiled through scanning areas or volumes, respectively. Knight et al. (1998) applied confocal fluorescence scanning microscopy to obtain a three-dimensional rendering of intense hydrodynamic focusing in a microfluidic cross chip. Each rendering was formed from approximately 30 separate two-dimensional images acquired at regular intervals in depth. Fig. 11a -c Caged-fluorescence imaging applied to study thermal end effects in an electroosmotic flow. Image sequences obtained 15 s after an electric field of E=15 kVm À1 was applied across a 10 cm length of 200 lm id fused silica capillary at: a close to the inlet, b the midpoint, and c close to the outlet. The time interval between images was 1/15 s for all cases. The image quality is not as high as previous results because standard refractive index matching or viewing window infrastructure could not be employed in this case. Such techniques would alter the local temperature field through increased Joule heat dissipation. Measurements here were obtained with no channel contact using an air objective. Despite reduced resolution and signal strength, the nature of the velocity field is readily apparent. Reprinted from Xuan et al. (2004b) , with permission Ismagilov et al. (2000) employed confocal fluorescence microscopy to visualize the three-dimensional fluorescence field produced by reaction between two parallel solution streams in a pressure-driven flow. Lowry et al. (2002) obtained sectioned images, with an optical thickness of 1 lm, of both the stationary phase and the surrounding mobile phase in a capillary packed with silica beads. Edel et al. (2001) employed confocal fluorescence detection to particle velocity measurement in microchannels. Lumma et al. (2003) measured the velocity profile in the near-wall region of a microchannel flow by correlating the fluorescence response from labeled tracer particles across two excitation volumes (separated by a few micrometers). They report an apparent slip owing to colloidal (repulsive) interaction of the tracer particles with the microchannel walls. Shelby and Chiu (2003) applied point-detection scanning to obtain depthwise velocity profiles using caged-fluorescent dye (also discussed in Sect. 3.5). Also discussed in the context of micro-PIV techniques (Sect. 2.3.2), Park et al. (2004) recently employed rapid confocal laser scanning to obtain particle velocity data. The scanning rate was sufficient to obtain up to 120 frames per second.
With single-molecule detection (SMD) (de Mello 2003) , the conventional distinctions between particleand scalar-based flow visualization schemes become blurred. The central concept behind single-molecule detection is that a single fluorescent molecule can be cycled repeatedly, yielding multiple photons. Thus, a number of photons may be released as a single molecule passes through the focus of a laser beam, creating a detectable photon ''burst' ' (de Mello 2003) . Single-molecule detection has been demonstrated for a number of fluorophores, and applied to fluorescently labeled DNA (Effenhauser et al. 1997; Haab and Mathies 1999; and others) . Gosch et al. (2000) , demonstrated high spatial resolution flow profiling in microchannels using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy applied to detect single biomolecules in a pressure-driven flow. Flow profiles were obtained in both vertical and horizontal directions through a 50·50 lm 2 microchannel with a centerline velocity of 15 mm/s. In order to interpret the singlemolecule burst frequencies in the flow situation, the time for free diffusion of a dye molecule through the small laser focus (0.4 lm id) was determined in a hanging droplet (zero flow velocity) experiment. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy has also been applied to electrokinetic flow profiling (Lenne et al. 2002) and is proving to be a powerful technique for microflow visualization.
Concluding remarks
Current microscale flow visualization methods, applied primarily for the determination of fluid velocity data in microsystems, have been reviewed here. Contributions were divided into particle-based, scalar-based, and point-detection scanning methods. It is expected, however, that these distinctions will become progressively blurred as more new and hybrid techniques are developed. Particularly as marker sizes are reduced to the limit of a single molecule, scalar and particle distinctions are no longer meaningful. The majority of efforts in this area have involved liquid flows, however, recent developments toward gaseous microflow visualization were also discussed.
Selection of an appropriate microscale visualization method depends chiefly on the phenomena and application of interest. Micro-PIV is the most well-developed microscale flow visualization method. The ability to acquire high spatial/temporal resolution velocity field data in multidimensional microflows has driven this development. Although micro-PIV technology has matured rapidly and commercial systems have been available for some time, significant improvements continue to appear in the literature. A variety of scalar-based methods for microscale flow visualization have been developed and applied to study microflows (the most well-developed of which is caged-fluorescence imaging). Although physical flow-tagging mechanisms vary, scalar-based methods typically involve tracking a crossstream flow marker and thus are most suitably applied to unidirectional microchannel flows. One advantage of scalar-based methods is that the nature of the velocity field may be interpreted readily from the image data. Thus, scalar-based methods are particularly applicable when species transport is of interest, a common focus in microfluidic chip applications. Point-detection scanning based microflow visualization methods have shown promise with respect to spatial resolution, and optical sectioning capability. Temporal resolution is typically limited by the scanning rate, however, significant improvements have been made in this regard recently.
Most of the microscale flow visualization methods discussed have evolved from methods developed originally for macroscale flows. It is unlikely, however, that developed microscale flow visualization methods will be translated to nanoscale flows in a similar manner. Resolving nanoscale features with visible light presents a fundamental challenge. Although point-detection scanning methods have potential to increase the flow measurement resolution on the microscale, spatial resolution is ultimately limited by the optical probe volume (length scale on the order of 100 nm), which, in turn, is limited by the wavelength of light employed. In that context, optical-based spatially resolved flow measurements in nanochannels are, at best, difficult to visualize. Both the future refinement of microscale flow visualization methods and the development of direct flow measurement methods for nanoflows will be followed with great interest.
